
Sara Teasdale  

 

There Will Come Soft Rains 

 

There will come soft rains and the smell of the ground, 

And swallows circling with their shimmering sound; 

 

And frogs in the pools singing at night, 

And wild plum-trees in tremulous white; 

 

Robins will wear their feathery fire 

Whistling their whims on a low fence-wire; 

 

And not one will know of the war, not one 

Will care at last when it is done. 

 

Not one would mind, neither bird nor tree 

If mankind perished utterly; 

 

And Spring herself, when she woke at dawn, 

Would scarcely know that we were gone. 

 

 

from Old Glory:  American War Poems from the Revolutionary War to the War on Terrorism.  

Robert Hedin, ed.  New York:  Persea Books, 2004.   



Edward Thomas  

 

Rain 

 

Rain, midnight rain, nothing but the wild rain 

On this bleak hut, and solitude, and me 

Remembering again that I shall die 

And neither hear the rain nor give it thanks 

For washing me cleaner than I have been 

Since I was born into this solitude. 

Blessed are the dead that the rain rains upon: 

But here I pray that none whom once I loved 

Is dying tonight or lying still awake 

Solitary, listening to the rain, 

Either in pain or thus in sympathy 

Helpless among the living and the dead, 

Like a cold water among broken reeds, 

Myriads of broken reeds all still and stiff, 

Like me who have no love which this wild rain 

Has not dissolved except the love of death, 

If love it be towards what is perfect and 

Cannot, the tempest tells me, disappoint. 

 

The Longman Anthology of Poetry (Pearson, 2006) 



E. E. Cummings  

 

 

a wind has blown the rain away and blown 

the sky away and all the leaves away, 

and the trees stand.  I think i too have known 

autumn too long 

 

                           (and what have you to say, 

wind wind wind—did you love somebody 

and have you the petal of somewhere in your heart 

pinched from dumb summer? 

                                                 O crazy daddy 

of death dance cruelly for us and start 

 

the last leaf whirling in the final brain 

of air!)Let us as we have seen see 

doom’s integration………a wind has blown the rain 

 

away and the leaves and the sky and the 

trees stand: 

                  the trees stand.     The trees, 

suddenly wait against the moon’s face. 

 

 

from E. E. Cummings:  Complete Poems 1904 – 1962.  George J. Firmage, ed.   New York:  

Liveright, 1994.   

 



Lisel Mueller  

 

A Prayer for Rain 

  

 

Let it come down: these thicknesses of air 

have long enough walled love away from love; 

stillness has hardened until words despair 

of their high leaps and kisses shut themselves 

back into wishing. Crippled lovers lie 

against a weather which holds out on them, 

waiting, awaiting some shrill sign, some cry, 

some screaming cat that smells a sacrifice 

and spells them thunder. Start the mumbling lips, 

syllable by monotonous syllable, 

that wash away the sullen griefs of love 

and drown out knowledge of an ancient war— 

o, ill-willed dark, give with the sound of rain, 

let love be brought to ignorance again. 

 

 

from Poetry (February 2012).  

Originally appeared in the March 1964 issue of Poetry magazine. 

 



Langston Hughes  

 

April Rain Song 

  

Let the rain kiss you. 

Let the rain beat upon your head with silver liquid drops. 

Let the rain sing you a lullaby. 

  

The rain makes still pools on the sidewalk. 

The rain makes running pools in the gutter. 

The rain plays a little sleep-song on our roof at night -- 

  

And I love the rain.  

 

 

from The Collected Poems of Langston Hughes.  New York:  Random House, 1974. 

first pub 1934 



Rain Song                       Badr Shakir Al-Sayyab  

our eyes are two palm tree forests at early dawn 

Or two verandas from which the moonlight recedes 

When your eyes smile, the vines put forth their leaves 

And the lights dance like moons in a river 

Rippled by an oar at an early dawn 

As if the stars were pulsating in their depth 

And they drown in a mist of sheer sorrow 

Like the sea stroked by the hands of the evening 

Containing the warmth of winter and the quiver of Autumn 

And death and birth, darkness and light 

A sobbing flares up to shiver in my soul and 

And a ferocious elation embracing the sky 

An ecstasy of a child scared by the moon 

As if arches of mist were drinking the clouds 

Drop by drop dissolved in the rain 

And the children burst into laughter in the vineyard bowers 

The rain song tickled the silence of the sparrows on trees 

Rain 

Rain 

Rain 

The evening yawned and the clouds were still 

Pouring their heavy tears 

As if a child, before sleeping, was raving about his mother 

A year ago, he woke up and did not find her 

And when he kept asking about her 

He was told 

After tomorrow she will be back 

She must come back 

Yet his companions whisper that she is there 

Laying dead by the side of the hill 

Eating soil and drinking rain 

As if a sad fisherman was gathering nets and 

Cursing the water and fate 

Scattering songs as the moon sets 

Rain 

Rain 

Do you know what sorrows the rain can prompt? 

And how gutters sob when it pours down? 

Do you know how lost a lonely person feels in the rain 

Endlessly like bloodshed, the hungry, love, children and the dead 

It is the rain 

[no stanza break] 

Your eyes take me roaming in the rain 

Lightings from across the gulf sweeps 

The Iraqi shores with stars and shells 

As if dawn was about to break from them 

As if a sun was about to rise from them 

But the night pulls over a coverlet of blood 

I call out on the gulf “O gulf 

O bestower of pearls, shells and death” 

The echo replies as if grieving: 

“O gulf 

O bestower of shells and death” 

I almost hear Iraq massing thunder 

And storing lightning in mountains and plains 

In order that if the seal were broken by men 

The winds would not leave any trace of Thamud in the valley 

I almost hear the palm trees drinking the rain 

Hear the villagers groan and the immigrants 

Struggling with oar and sail 

The gulf storms and thunders singing 

Rain 

Rain 

Rain 

And there is hunger in Iraq 

The harvest scatters the corn inside it 

The locusts and crows may eat their fill 

Granaries and stones grind on and on 

Mills turn in the fields surrounded by humans 

Rain 

Rain 

Rain 

How many tears we shed when the night of departing arrived 

Making the rain an excuse fearing the blame 

Rain 

Rain 

Since we were children, the sky would be clouded 

in winter 

And the rain would pour down  

And every year, when soil becomes green 

We starve 

Not a year passed and Iraq has not suffered starvation 

Rain  

Rain 

Rain 

In every drop of rain 

 

 [no stanza break] 

Red or yellow buds of flowers 

Every tear shed by the hungry and naked 

And every drop of slaves’ blood shed 

Is a smile awaiting a new mouth 

Or a nipple becomes rosy in an infant’s mouth 

In the young world of tomorrow 

Giver of life 

Rain 

Rain 

Rain 

Iraq will become green” 

I call on the gulf”: O gulf 

O giver of pearls, shells and death 

The echo replies as if whimpering: 

“O gulf 

O bestower of shells and death” 

The gulf scatters its plentiful gifts 

On the sand: a lather of salty water and shells 

And the remains of the drowned forlorn 

immigrant still 

Drinking death 

From a fathomless gulf in the silence below 

In Iraq a thousand serpents drink 

The nectar from a flower, the Euphrates has 

nurtured with Dew 

I hear the echo 

Resounding in the gulf 

Rain 

Rain 

Rain 

In every drop of rain 

Red or yellow buds of flowers 

And each tear shed by the naked and hungry 

And each drop of slave’s blood shed 

Is a smile awaiting a new mouth 

Or a nipple becomes rosy in an infant’s mouth 

In the young world of tomorrow, giver of life” 

And the rain pours down  

from https://middleeasternliteraturejournal 

translated by Khaloud Al-Muttalib 

https://middleeasternliteraturejournal/


Raymond Carver  

 

Rain 

 

Woke up this morning with  

a terrific urge to lie in bed all day  

and read. Fought against it for a minute.  

 

Then looked out the window at the rain.  

And gave over. Put myself entirely  

in the keep of this rainy morning.  

 

Would I live my life over again?  

Make the same unforgivable mistakes?  

Yes, given half a chance. Yes. 

 

 

 

from All of Us: The Collected Poems.  New York:  Vintage, 1996. 

http://www.amazon.com/All-Us-Collected-Raymond-Carver/dp/0375703802/ref=tmm_pap_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&sr=1-1&qid=1428023602


Jane Hirshfield 

 

(No Wind, No Rain)  

 

No wind, no rain, 

the tree 

just fell, as a piece of fruit does. 

 

But no, not fruit. Not ripe. 

Not fell. 

 

It broke. It shattered. 

 

One cone’s 

addition of resinous cell-sap, 

one small-bodied bird 

arriving to tap for a beetle. 

 

It shattered. 

 

What word, what act, 

was it we thought did not matter? 

 

 

from Poetry (September 2019)  

 



 

Sad Sestina           Robin Becker 

 

 for Susanna Kaysen 

 

Today’s sadness is different from yesterday’s: 

more green in it, some light rain, premonition of departures 

and the unpacking of books and papers.  It’s not a bad thing 

to be sad, my friend Susanna says.  Go with it.  I’m going by foot 

into this sadness, the way we go as children into the awful 

school day and the hours of cruelty and misunderstanding, 

 

the way we go into family, into the savagery of standing 

up for ourselves among siblings and parents, in yesterday’s  

living room, where secrecy turns to habit and we learn the awful, 

unthinkable fact:  time twists our days into a series of departures.   

When he was mad, my father used to say, Someone’s got to foot 

the bills, and I think of him now, this man who knew one thing 

 

for sure:  you had to pay your own way, since nothing 

came free in this life.  A young dyke, grandstanding 

before the relatives, I held my sadness close, one foot 

already out the door.  Who could believe in yesterday’s 

homilies while women cruised me, seventeen and hot for departure? 

Today’s sadness unfurls without drama, without the awful 

 

punishments or reprisals of that house.  In its place, the awful, 

simple, mystery of human melancholy.  Most days, I’d trade anything 

to be rid of the blues, accustomed to flight and departure, 

strategies that saved my life.  Today I’m befriending it, standing 

beside my sadness like a pal down on her luck, who knows yesterday 

isn’t always a good predictor for tomorrow.  A rabbit’s foot 

 

won’t help; when the time comes, it’s a question of putting my foot 

in the stirrup and riding the sad horse of my body to the awful 

little stable at the edge of town.  And there to wait while yesterday 

has its way with time.  Susanna said, To be sad is not a bad thing, 

and I believe her, as I pull the heavy saddle from the standing  

horse and hang the bridle away.  Sadness readies for my departure, 

 

and I for hers.  In a most unlikely departure 

from the ordinary, even the tough butch on a bike will be a tenderfoot 

when it comes to goodbyes.  We carry on, notwithstanding 

all the good times gone and December’s awful 

cheerfulness.  Susanna, if I ever discern something 

useful about sadness, I’ll wish I’d known it yesterday. 

 

I’ve put distracting things aside and discovered, underfoot, 

no wisdom absent yesterday.  Still, a saint would find this awful: 

a standing date with change, a season of departures. 

 
from Obsession:  Sestinas in the Twenty-First Century.  Carolyn Beard Whitlow, Marilyn Krysl, eds. Lebanon,  

New Hampshire:  Dartmouth College Press, 2014.  



Traditional  

 

An Old Irish Blessing 

 

 

May the road rise up to meet you. 

May the wind always be at your back. 

May the sun shine warm upon your face, 

and rains fall soft upon your fields. 

And until we meet again, 

May God hold you in the palm of His hand. 

 

www.islandireland.com/pages/folk/irishblessings&prayers  

 

http://www.islandireland.com/pages/folk/irishblessings&prayers

